C1H1
REGISTRATION, SUBSCRIPTION AND STATISTICAL SERVICE

BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA

DATE 10/4/33

FULL NAME STEWART IAN GELLER (STU GELLER) SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER ____________________________
(No initials if you can possibly get full name)

ADDRESS BRONX, NEW YORK BERKELEY, CALIFORNIA

CITY ____________________________ STATE ____________________________ ZIP CODE ____________________________

DATE OF BIRTH OCTOBER 2, 1946 (This is important and should be exact)

APPROXIMATE AGE 36 (To be used ONLY when date of birth is not known)

RELIGION ____________________________ NATIONALITY ____________________________

OCCUPATION POTTERY MAKER

EDUCATION ____________________________

WEIGHT 130 lbs. HEIGHT 5'8" RACE White

COLOR OF HAIR brown COLOR OF EYES Hazel

OUTSTANDING CHARACTERISTICS OR INTERESTS HERNIA SCAR LEFT GROIN AREA

MARRIED OR SINGLE CHILDREN ____________________________ (Number, ages, and names, if possible)

NAME OF SPOUSE ____________________________

SCOUTING CONNECTIONS:

UNIT # ______________ CITY ______________ STATE ______________ POSITION ______________ DATE REGISTERED ______________ DATE RESIGNED ______________

AT ONE TIME A CUB PACK IN SOUTHERN FLORIDA

SPECIAL RECOGNITION ____________________________

SUSPENDED OR DENIED REGISTRATION FOR FOLLOWING REASONS:

WANTED BY THE FBI FOR UNLAWFUL FLIGHT TO QUOD PROSECUTION -- SODOMY

*IF HE TRIES TO REGISTER ANYWHERE, GIVE ENTIRE FILE TO MR. ERNST

SPECIFY THE FACTS WHICH LEAD YOU TO RECOMMEND DENIAL OF REGISTRATION AND LIST ATTACHED SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS (STATE ONLY KNOWN FACTS, NOT HUMOR, CONJECTURE OR SPECULATION):

Signed ____________________________
SCOUT EXECUTIVE

Council ____________________________
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Mr. William J. McLaughlin  
Director  
Personnel Administration Division  
Boy Scouts of America National Office  
1325 Walnut Hill Lane  
Irving, Texas  

Dear Sir:  

Enclosed are two photos with background material of Stewart Geller.  

This letter is to confirm the conversation between the Director of Personnel Administration Division, William J. McLaughlin, and Special Agent J. Gregory Dunn on September 9, 1983. This conversation was in relation to Stewart Geller, wanted by the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) for Unlawful Flight to Avoid Prosecution - Sodomy. Geller has been indicted by a Grand Jury in Nassau County, New York.  

The subject in question was previously associated with young boys belonging to a Cub Scout Pack in Southern Florida. It is the desire of the FBI to alert all scouting officials this subject could attempt to associate himself with boys of other packs or troops in the future.  

Special Agent Dunn, upon requesting to insert a photo and background information of the subject in the Scout leaders magazine, was informed this was against current magazine policy of Boy Scouts of America. However, scouting policy will allow the retention of a photo and background information of the subject in scouting files, and such files are used to screen all prospective scouting leaders, voluntary or otherwise.  

Enclosure (2)
The FBI is interested in the apprehension of this individual and therefore would appreciate being informed if the Boy Scouts of America obtain any information regarding him.

Very truly yours,

Thomas C. Kelly
Special Agent in Charge

By:
L. Joseph Hersley
Supervisory Special Agent
WANTED BY FBI

STEWART IAN GELLER is wanted by the FBI for unlawful flight to avoid prosecution from a Nassau County indictment for sodomy and sexual abuse.

GELLER is also sought for questioning regarding the disappearance of ETAN PATZ (May 25, 1979).

DESCRIPTION AS FOLLOWS:

NAME: STEWART IAN GELLER aka STU GELLER
SEX: MALE
RACE: WHITE
AGE: 36
DOB: OCTOBER 5, 1946
HEIGHT: 5'8"
WEIGHT: 150 POUNDS
HAIR: BROWN
EYES: HAZEL
SCARS: HERMIA SCAR LEFT CROIN AREA
OCCUPATION: POTTERY MAKER
PREVIOUS RESIDENCES: BRONX, NEW YORK
                    BERKELEY, CALIFORNIA
NCIC: W275723960

CONTACT SPECIAL AGENT KENNETH T. RUFFO, FBI, BROOKLYN-QUEENS OFFICE,
TELEPHONE (212) 499-3140. OR LOCAL FBI OFFICE